Walker Drilling Ltd. is a premier drilling company working throughout Canada.

Walker Drilling handles all types of Geotechnical, Environmental and Exploration drilling jobs in all kinds of tough and difficult places. When you need quality work done on time and safely by trained and qualified drillers, Walker Drilling is here to help. We are committed to being your preferred drilling contractor by consistently providing the best service.
Walker Drilling’s Services

**EXPLORATION**  Walker Drilling Ltd. provides diamond core drilling services worldwide. Our focus is high recovery and accurate core samples, done as cost effectively as possible. Our state of the art, modern equipment is all heli-portable, and can drill from BQ to PQ, using double tube or triple tube systems. With highly qualified and experienced personnel that are adept at using mud systems, packers and down-hole survey tools, as well as operating heavy equipment and working with helicopters, we have the equipment and team to do it all.

**ENVIRONMENTAL**  Walker Drilling Ltd. is able to provide your company with drillers who understand that an environmental drilling job requires more focus and attention to detail. We have the tools, equipment and training for all aspects of environmental drilling jobs. Preserving the environment and reducing the footprint we leave after the drilling is done is important to us, and we strive to continually improve our performance with every job we do.

**GEOTECHNICAL**  Walker Drilling Ltd. provides geotechnical drilling services to help our clients determine ground conditions and soil formations. Our geotechnical drillers are skilled and licenced well technicians capable of drilling and installing monitoring wells and other devices, as well as providing a variety of soil and rock sampling techniques. If access is an issue, we have portable drilling equipment that can be carried by hand and used in tight spots, as well as rigs that are small enough to use indoors.

**DAY LIGHTING**  Daylighting is the process of exposing underground utilities for visual confirmation of buried lines. A non-destructive, alternative method to conventional digging techniques is to use a hydrovac. A hydrovac uses pressurized water to dig through the ground, and a powerful vacuum to remove the created slurry. Walker Drilling Ltd. can provide hydrovac daylighting services as part of a complete drilling contract package. This service can reduce wait times for external daylighting contractors, and significantly reduce the possibility of an underground utility strike, thereby lowering overall costs and increasing project safety.

You Can Trust Walker Drilling Ltd. to Exceed Expectations!
Our Equipment, Our Team & Our Safety Standards Set Us Apart!

We take pride in the condition of our equipment. We take pride in the competency of our team. We care about getting everyone home safely every single day. These are the key things that sets Walker Drilling Ltd. apart from the rest. Our equipment is maintained by a team of dedicated, licenced mechanics who ensure that our equipment is always in top condition, which creates safer and more productive work sites. Our training program ensures that our drillers are capable of doing the job right, and doing it safely.

Our clients can expect professional, safe and quality service, every single time.

We go anywhere, no matter how remote the location. Whether it’s exploration, environmental or geotechnical drilling that is required, we have the people and the equipment to get the job done. Our skilled personnel has extensive experience drilling in a wide variety of conditions, with many different drilling specifications.
We are committed to being your preferred drilling contractor by consistently providing the best service.

Having grown into one of the industry’s larger drilling companies, Walker Drilling Ltd. has the knowledge and experience to offer our clients a variety of drilling services.

Walker Drilling Ltd. handles all types of drilling jobs in all kinds of tough and difficult places. When you need quality work done on time and safely by trained and qualified drillers, Walker Drilling Ltd. is here to help.